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COUNTERFEIT GOODS: HARD TO SPOT, EVEN RIGHT NEXT TO THE REAL THING 

Crime Stoppers wants your tips on who’s selling counterfeit goods online, 
 at a pop-up store or anywhere else   

 
Vancouver, B.C. (March 15, 2021) – To you and me, buying counterfeit goods means accepting poor 
quality that won’t last, or electronics that might damage whatever you connect to them. 

But beyond that, there’s an even bigger problem – counterfeit goods have become a worldwide crime 
crisis, and the list of additional victims can be endless. 

The Canadian Anti-Counterfeiting Network estimates the Canadian counterfeit goods market at $20 
billion to $30 billlion per year. Worldwide, it’s a trillion dollars. 

Police have connected organized crime and even terrorist groups to the manufacture and sale of bogus 
products, which also extended this year to counterfeit COVID-19 treatments and PPE. Unlike legitimate 
manufacturers, these people have little interest in product safety, don’t pay taxes and don’t provide 
good jobs with fair working conditions. 

If you discover you’ve been duped into buying fake goods, or find them being sold online, at market 
stalls or at “temporary” retailers, Metro Vancouver Crime Stoppers encourages you to call 1-800-222-
8477 to anonymously report the sellers, contact us online at solvecrime.ca, or send the information 
through the Crime Stoppers’ “P3” crime reporting app. 

“We import a lot of goods from other countries, so fakes frequently enter Canada through our ports of 
entry. People think they’re getting a good deal but clearly that’s not the case if a device gives you a 
shock or damages your smartphone. And sometimes, there are toxic chemicals in the products,” says 
Linda Annis, Executive Director of Metro Vancouver Crime Stoppers. “We urge anyone with 
information on who’s selling these goods to contact us anonymously so we can pass on the tip to 
police and other authorities to investigate.” 

Protect Yourself 
 

• The prime indicator of most fakes is price. Some things “just shouldn’t be that cheap”. 
• Shopping at reputable stores with merchandise sourced from the real manufacturer is a good 

defense. With online shopping, it’s hard to ensure you’re buying legitimate product. 
• Look for approval labels like those from CSA or UL on electrical products.  Even some fakes have 

them, but anything without them is suspect. 
• Don’t just look on the box, check the product itself – and make sure the country of manufacture 

on the box matches what’s printed on the actual product.  

https://cacn.ca/
http://www.solvecrime.ca/
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• Look for things that just don’t seem right - poor spelling and grammar, odd UPC codes or 
printing on products, or previously opened packaging. They’re red flags. 

• Be aware, no product’s immune. Anything from toys to car and aircraft parts may be 
counterfeit. 

About Metro Vancouver Crime Stoppers 
Metro Vancouver Crime Stoppers is a non-profit society and registered charity that offers rewards for 
anonymous tip information about criminal activity and provides it to investigators in the communities 
of Metro Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 
 
Anonymous tips may be provided though Crime Stoppers’ downloadable “P3” app for Apple and 
Android phones, calling Crime Stoppers at 1-855-448-8477 (new number) or 1-800-222- 8477, online 
at solvecrime.ca, or by following the link on the Metro Vancouver Crime Stoppers Facebook page.  
Metro Vancouver Crime Stoppers accepts tips in 115 different languages and will pay a reward of up to 
$5,000 for information leading to the arrest of a criminal, recovery of stolen property, seizure of illegal 
drugs or guns or denial of a fraudulent insurance claim. Tipsters stay anonymous by using code 
numbers to check back later and collect their rewards. Find MVCS on Twitter: @solvecrime. 
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